Building Our Class Team

☑️ Student Steps:

1. Vocabulary: Read each word and its definition. Complete the word map for one vocabulary word.

2. Video: Watch the video.

3. Reflect and write: Fill in the blanks.
Vocabulary

Read each word and its definition.

**community:**
a group of people who live in the same place or share similar interests and characteristics

**qualities:**
traits or characteristics of a person or thing

**strengths:**
tasks and actions a person can do well

**team:**
a group of people working together to achieve a common goal
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Complete the word map for one vocabulary word: community, qualities, strengths, or team.

1. Definition in your own words
2. Sentence
3. Drawing
4. Non-examples

Word
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Our class team is a community made up of many people with different skills and qualities. Let’s get to know one another and learn how our differences can make our class community stronger.

Watch the video.
3 Reflect and Write

**Fill in the blanks.**

I am good at ________________________________.

I have a gift for ________________________________.

I enjoy ________________________________.

I'm not afraid ________________________________.

I want to learn more about ________________________________.

I try ________________________________.
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